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Cell Line Development (Cell Engineering)Springer, 2009
Mammalian cell lines command an effective monopoly for the production of therapeutic proteins that require post-translational modifications. This unique advantage outweighs the costs associated with mammalian cell culture, which are far grater in terms of development time and manufacturing when compared to microbial culture. The development of...
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Content Preparation Guidelines for the Web and Information Appliances: Cross-Cultural Comparisons (Human Factors and Ergonomics)CRC Press, 2009
Content preparation is an integral part of the usability equation: it answers the question of what information is needed for effective decision making. Once content preparation has been established, the question "how to present what" can be answered. Content Preparation Guidelines for the Web and Information Appliances:...
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Blog Theory: Feedback and Capture in the Circuits of DrivePolity, 2010

	The challenge of this book is thinking critically about media practices in a setting where they are fast, fun, and ubiquitous. As an avowedly engaged and political approach to thought, critical theory of any sort encounters challenges. Attempting to analyze and intervene in the present, it nonetheless adopts a backward gaze, an idea G.W.F....
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Arts, Sciences, and Economics: A Historical SafariSpringer, 2014

	This book deals with the economic aspects of changing attitudes in arts and sciences. The effects of the public good character of culture, along with the very long production period and lifetime for its products, are emphasized, since both contribute to the failure of normal market solutions. Embodiment of ideas and the consequences of modern...
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Socio-Emotional Relationship Therapy: Bridging Emotion, Societal Context, and Couple Interaction (AFTA SpringerBriefs in Family Therapy)Springer, 2015

	This path-breaking volume introduces Socio-Emotional Relationship Therapy for clinical work with troubled couples. Practice-focused and engaging, it integrates real-world knowledge of the intersections of gender, culture, power, and identity in relationships with empirical findings on the neurobiology of attraction. Case examples detail the...
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Doing Business in the New China: A Handbook and GuidePraeger Publishers, 2004
China's economy, despite recently weathered challenges, continues to prove attractive to foreign investors, expanding businesses, and entrepreneurs seeking global opportunities. This handbook has been written for anyone with an interest in doing business in China, including the consultants and specialists who work with global companies, but it is...
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Cities Ranked and Rated: More than 400 Metropolitan Areas Evaluated in the U.S. and CanadaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Cities Ranked & Rated: Your Guide to the Best Places to Live in the U.S. & Canada provides timely facts and unbiased information on over 400 U.S. and 30 Canadian cities in an easy-to-access format. Whether you're mulling over the idea of relocating, trying to decide where to start out, or just curious about how your...
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Ms Ice Sandwich (Japanese Novellas)Penguin Press, 2018

	"Delightful… Kawakami’s dialogue, fluidly rendered into English by Louise Heal Kawai, captures beautifully and with great humor the eager dynamism of a child’s mind." — World Literature Today


	"A subtle and endearing novella with a sweet sense of humor. Kawakami touches on loss,...
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Understanding Cultural Geography: Places and TracesRoutledge, 2021

	
		This book outlines how the theoretical ideas, empirical foci, and methodological techniques of cultural geography make sense of the ‘culture wars’ that define our time. It is on the battleground of culture that our opportunities, rights, and futures are determined and Understanding Cultural Geography showcases...
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Managing for Knowledge - HR's Strategic RoleButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
This practical book draws on the author’s own experience, as well as that of leading-edge Human Resource and Knowledge Management practitioners including Linda Holbeche, Elizabeth Lank and Dave Snowden, each of whom recognizes, that building a knowledge-centric culture cannot be achieved through technology alone.

It covers areas...
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The Emergence of International Society in the 1920sCambridge University Press, 2012

	Chronicling the emergence of an international society in the 1920s, Daniel Gorman describes how the shock of the First World War gave rise to a broad array of overlapping initiatives in international cooperation. Though national rivalries continued to plague world politics, ordinary citizens and state officials found common causes in...
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Smart Tourism as a Driver for Culture and Sustainability: Fifth International Conference IACuDiT, Athens 2018 (Springer Proceedings in Business and Economics)Springer, 2019

	This book explores the latest developments in the field of smart tourism, focusing in particular on the important cultural and sustainability synergies that have emerged during the digital era. The aim is to elucidate how ICTs can promote innovation and creativity in the tourism and leisure sector in ways that take into account cultural and...
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